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http://survey.mailigen.com/?u=b86e8d03fe992d1b0e19656875ee557c&id=491d3ee3
http://www.ecr-baltic.org/
http://www.europallets.lt/
http://www.chep.com/lv/
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On behalf of ECR Baltic pallets assessment working group, we have created a survey 
for pallet user companies in Baltic FMCG sector and would like to invite you to fill it 
out or forward to your Supply Chain Director / CFO / Warehouse manager. It shouldn't 
take more than 10 minutes and your answers will help us to identify pallets exchange 
issues for improvement between retailers and suppliers. 

Take a survey! 
Your feedback is very valuable to us and we thank you in advance for taking your time 
to answer these questions.  
 
Once you have filed the survey you can opt for a free pass to you and your 
colleagues at ECR Baltic Riga Food seminar and fair!  
Want to check questions or consult with colleagues, view questions offline, here! 

http://survey.mailigen.com/?u=b86e8d03fe992d1b0e19656875ee557c&id=491d3ee3
http://www.ecr-baltic.org/f/docs/Survey__ECR_Baltic_survey_on_pallets_management_and_standardization.pdf


General Statistics 
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Lithuania

Latvia

Estonia

Comments: 
 - We use nonstandard pallets to CIS 
countries 
 - We use quality EUR pallets for all 
deliveries but we don't follow the 
colour scheme because white colour 
does not give for pallet better quality 
from logistics perspective. So I can't 
evaluate the share of white pallets. I 
can only say that to Lithuania we send 
only white pallets due to their 
demand. 
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Comments: no comments! 
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Other non EU
countries

Rest of EU

Lithuania

Latvia

Estonia

Comments: 
 - In Baltics the main problem is 
disqualified EUR and EPAL pallets 
which we get back from customers. 
Under rest of EU is mainly Finalnd who 
is sending their goods on one way 
pallets. 
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Comments: - 
- Roll containers we are using for 
deliveries to stores only. We are not 
recieving goods in roll containers. 
 - In-company logistics are provided 
mainly with roll cages. The numbers 
indicated are for receiving from 
customers - rented roll cages from 
Retailer 
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A. We use ECR Baltic v1.0 Pallet Assessment
Cards

B. We use v2.1 temporary pallet assessment
card for Latvia

C. We follow original EN 13698-1 (summary)
norm UIC-Leaflet 435-2 (our staff is well
educated and well acquainted with the
standard).

D. Simple assessment, we simply check if pallet
has EUR or EPAL markings.

E. We use other tools (in-house developed or
other leaflets given by trading partners), please
comment below or give a link?

Comments: - 
- We use our own instruction. But it is not 
introduced for customers. Problem at Estonian 
market is that we don't have one common 
assessment card for all the parties. 
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 Comments: 
- There are different quality requirements in different supermarket chains, in different countries, for example: 
What suits for Retailer A, does not suits for Retailer B 
 - Biggest retailers follow ECR agreements. Other retailers have lower quality requirements. 
 - We sort out lot of pallets with bad quality and usually utuilizing those by our own costs. 
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Comments: 
- Cost is very important. But we never sacrify quality because of it. So, in general, lowest for acceptable pallets 
quality 
 - And one more time white colour does'nt increase pallet quality. 
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Did you have contractual disputes for 
unreasonably high abrasion rates of EUR and 

EPAL pallets at retailer’s possession?  

Did you have disputes on different
interpretation of quality criteria leading to

write off (disqualifying) the pallets during the
receipt of goods or return of empty pallets?

Did you have other disputes related to pallets
exchange?

Yes

No

Comments:   
- On different cases supplier is invited to see their delivery reception, the 
reception process is explained. 
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Comments:  
 - On different cases 
supplier is invited to see 
their delivery reception, the 
reception process is 
explained. 
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Comments:  
- 80% is under roof 
 - EUR and EPAL pallets - 
100%. Pool pallets - 
partially. 
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Comments: 
 - But at first we need one common 
assessment card. 
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Do you use plastic pallets for in-house
operations (closed loop supply chain)?

Have you considered plastic pallets in your
B2B operations with your trading partners?

Do you have RFID (Radio Frequency
Identification) infrastructure for tracing and

tracking (RFID readers at gates,
warehouse)?

Yes

No
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 Comments: 
 
To take out colour scheme from pallet 
assessment card and implement the card at 
Baltics market. 

 
 

Companies who allowed to discuss their 
individal answers:   
 
Royal Unibrew 
Rigas Piensaimnieks 
Dreigsas UAB 
UAB Palink (IKI) 
Coca-Cola HBC Lietuva UAB 
Saku Brewery 
 



Survey results presented 

thanks to 

 

 
at ECR Baltic gold membership program 

 
More info: Edgars Pentjuss, ECR Baltic 

+371 26546645 
edgars@ecr-baltic.org 
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http://www.ecr-baltic.org/en/members/gold-membership-2015/
http://www.ecr-baltic.org/en/members/gold-membership-2015/
http://www.ecr-baltic.org/en/members/gold-membership-2015/
http://www.europallets.lt/
http://www.chep.com/lv/

